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Abstract: Ice plug technology is an effective method for isolating the pipeline system, which are
promising methods utilized in the nuclear, chemical, and power industries. To reduce the cold energy
consumption and temperature stress, the multi-stage (1–10) of time-dependent thermal boundary
conditions was proposed for the formation of ice plug, while the gradient cooling wall temperature of
multi-stage was applied. A numerical model considering the liquid–solid phase change, heat transfer,
and time-dependent thermal boundary condition has been established. The effects of the ratio of
length and diameter of the cooling wall lc/d (1–9) on the formation rate and heat flux of ice plug
in the pipe has been investigated. The fastest formation rate of ice plug with 800 mm in the axial
direction (7.47 cm3/s) was observed in the pipe with the lc/d of 5. The formation rate of ice plug
and the ice formation volume under unit energy consumption VE under various stages (1–10) of
cooling wall temperature have been compared. The VE of eight temperature stages (1.45 cm3/kJ)
was 1.16 times than the VE of one temperature stage, which satisfied the freezing rate at the same
time. This investigation provides insight for proposing an energy-saving system for the formation of
ice plug.

Keywords: ice plug; formation rate; multi-stage thermal boundary condition; cold energy consumption;
cooling wall temperature

1. Introduction

The transportation of liquids by pipeline is occurs often in the nuclear, chemical, and
power industries [1–3]. A large number of pipelines are settled with relevant large-scale
processing equipment, and require conventional or major maintenance [4]. To avoid a large
leak of liquid medium and a system outage, an efficient and reliable pipeline isolation
technology is necessary [3]. Freezing plug technology is an effectively method to isolate the
pipeline system, which directly utilizes the solid–liquid phase change of liquid medium.
Recently, ice plug technology has been gradually promoted in nuclear power and oil and
chemical industries [3,5]. However, the large energy consumption for the formation of
reliable ice plug limits its application.

Cooling condition acts as a key influence factor on the formation of ice plug, including
energy consumption, ice formation rate, and freezing induced stress [6,7]. During the
formation of ice plug in pipelines, a heat transfer jacket is installed outside the isolation
point of the pipeline [8]. The refrigerant continuously flows through the heat transfer jacket,
cooling the liquid and inducing the formation of ice plug in pipeline [9]. To grow and
maintain a reliable ice plug under a certain pressure, a cold source with a low temperature
is required. Dry ice and liquid nitrogen are regarded as the ideal cooling medium for the
formation of ice plug in pipeline [6], which have phase change temperatures of −78.5 ◦C
and −196.56 ◦C, respectively.
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Large temperature differences of ice plug systems are induced by refrigerants with low
phase transition temperature, causing large stress on the pipelines and rapid dissipation
of energy. Akyurt et al. [10] indicated that the structural stress and thermal stress of
the pipelines were induced by the temperature gradient. It is worth noting, however,
that the volume of water increased during the freezing process [11]. Zhang et al. [12]
investigated the effects of the cooling rate on the maximum internal pressure and the
stress of the pipe. For example, the stress of the pipe increased from 164 MPa to 253 MPa
with a cooling rate of 0.1795 to 0.7158 ◦C/min. Therefore, several cooling methods were
proposed to reduce the stress of the pipeline with ice plug. Takefuj et al. [6] created a double-
ice-plug freezing method, and explained that the stability of double-ice-plug is roughly
four times that of single-ice-plug. In this situation, double-ice-plug freezing requires less
liquid nitrogen and temperature difference than the single-ice-plug in the pipeline [13].
Although the improvement approaches reduced the stress induced by ice plug, the large
temperature difference between the liquid nitrogen and initial liquid medium still produces
stress. Moreover, the energy consumption of the liquid nitrogen cooling system must
be optimized.

According to the ice plug freezing system with large temperature difference between
ice plug and cold source, cold sources with multi-stage temperature are required to be
applied on the ice plug freezing system. To promote the of the thermal efficiency of the
heat exchange system, Xu et al. established a cascaded latent cold storage with multi-stage
heat engine model [14]. The COP of the cascaded cold storage increased from 0.54 to
0.68. Chiu and Martin [15] indicated the thermal efficiency of a three-stage cold storage
system is 1.4 times than that of a single-stage system. Tian and Zhao [16] reported the
study on metal-foam enhanced thermal storage and found that the metal foam can improve
the heat transfer rate by up to 30%. Mosaffa et al. [17,18] investigated the coefficient of
performance COP of two-stage refrigeration for the purpose of free cooling, and the optimal
COP (7.0) was better than single-stage refrigeration. Along with that, the application of
cascade utilization of cold energy is also able to reduce the stress of pipes by reducing
the temperature difference [19,20]. However, the adjusting method of the multi-stage
temperature of cold resource has not been applied in the ice plug freezing system. The heat
transfer performance and cold energy conversion rate has not been investigated.

In this study, the ice plug freezing systems with various temperature stages (1–10)
were established to optimize the efficiency of cold energy utilization. The numerical models
of ice plug freezing in a pipe under cooling wall with multi-stage constant temperature
were established. The effects of the cooling length of the pipe L on the freezing rate R
(m3/s), heat transfer rate Q (W), ice formation volume under unit energy consumption
(m3/kWh), and temperature variation rate (◦C/s) have been investigated in single-stage
cooling temperature and multi-stage cooling temperature (1–10). This numerical investi-
gation provided guidance on designing and applying the cascade utilization of the cold
energy system of the ice plug system.

2. Numerical Simulations
2.1. Physical Model

This study aims to simulate the variation of temperature filed, formation of ice plug,
and ice formation volume under unit energy consumption. Ice plug is a kind of pipeline
isolation technology which utilizes refrigerants to quickly refrigerate and freeze the liquid
medium in the pipeline. During the ice plug formation process in the pipeline, the water is
firstly charged into the pipe. Then, a cooling jacket with a certain axial length Lc is wrapped
around the outer wall of the pipe. The heat of the water in the pipe is transferred to the
pipe wall where it is cooled by the cooling jacket. As the temperature of the water goes
below the melting point, the ice plug is formed in the pipe until the strength of the ice plug
can support the pressure of the water in pipe.

Based on the cylindrical region (water and ice plug in pipe) of simulation, a two-
dimensional model has been established in Figure 1. The pipe diameter D was selected as
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150 mm, while the pipe length of the calculation area was set to 2400 mm. The axial length
lc of the cooling wall was set as 150, 450, 750, 1050, and 1350 mm, while the corresponding
ratio of cooling wall length and pipe diameter lc/D was 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9, respectively. The
initial temperature of the water in the pipe was set at 300 K. As the ice plug pipe was cooled
by liquid nitrogen, the temperature of the cooling wall could be adjusted by the flow rate
of the liquid nitrogen. In this regard, a cooling wall with multi-stage temperature could
be applied during ice plug formation, the temperature range of the cooling wall was the
phase-transition temperature of liquid nitrogen (77 K) and the temperature of initial water
(300 K). On this basis, the temperature of the cooling wall with different stages (n = 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10) have been proposed. The relationship between the wall temperature
and cooling time of the stage number of 1, 2, 4, and n was listed as follows:

T(t) = 150K 0 ≤ t ≤ 3600s (1)

T(t) =
{

165K 0 ≤ t ≤ 1800s
150K 1800 < t ≤ 3600s

(2)

T(t) =


195K 0 ≤ t ≤ 900s
180K 900 < t ≤ 1800s
165K 1800 < t ≤ 2700s
150K 2700 < t ≤ 3600s

(3)

T(t) =


150 + 15(n − i)K 3600(i − 1)/n < t ≤ 3600i/n s i = 1
. . . . . . . . .
150 + 15(n − i)K 3600(i − 1)/n < t ≤ 3600i/n s i = n − 1
150K 3600(i − 1)/n < t ≤ 3600i/n s i = n

(4)

where i represents the step of the time-dependent thermal boundary condition.
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Figure 1. Schematic of formation of ice plug in pipe with two-dimension model.

2.2. Mathematical Model

To predict the temperature variation and the formation of ice plug in the pipe, an
energy equation was established. In the numerical model, both the flow of water and
gravity were ignored. The heat capacity of liquid nitrogen was enough to guarantee
consistency in the temperature of the cooling wall. In this situation, the governing equation
of the ice plug medium in the pipe was established:

∂

∂t
(ρH) = ∇ · (λ∇T) (5)

where ρ is the density of the water (1000 kg/m3), H is the enthalpy (kJ·kg−1), T is the
temperature, and λ is the heat conductivity (W·m−1·K−1).
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The enthalpy of the freezing of water concludes sensible heat enthalpy h and latent
heat enthalpy of phase transition:

H = h + ∆h (6)

Sensible heat enthalpy h is determined as follows:

h = hre f +
∫ T

Tre f

cpdT (7)

where href is the reference enthalpy (kJ·kg−1) and cp is the specific heat capacity (kJ·kg−1·K−1).
The latent heat enthalpy of phase transformation ∆h is calculated using the follow-

ing formula:
∆h = βL (8)

where L is the latent heat of freezing (kJ·kg−1) and β is the ratio of liquid phase in the water
ice plug system:

β = 0 T < Ts
β = T−Ts

Tl−Ts
Ts < T < Tl

β = 1 T > Tl

(9)

where Ts is the freezing point of water (268 K) and Tl is the melting temperature of ice (268 K).
The temperature boundary wall at the axial direction of z = 0 mm and 2400 mm was

set as the heat insulated wall. At the axial position r = 75 mm, the cooling wall with the
length of cooling wall lc was applied in the center of the pipe wall, and other wall was set
as the heat insulated wall. The thermal conductivity, density, and specific heat capacity of
the water and ice in this study was set as Table 1.

Table 1. Schematic of formation of ice plug in pipe with two-dimension model.

Medium
Thermal

Conductivity
W·m−1·K−1

Density
kg·m−3

Specific Heat
Capacity

J·kg−1·K−1

Water 0.61 1000 4200
Ice 0.61 900 2100

2.3. Numerical Method

A cylindrical two-dimensional model was established to simulate the formation of
ice plug in pipe under unsteady condition. The simulated region was divided by the
computational domain. At the axial position of 0 mm and 2400 mm, insulated wall were set.
Besides, insulated wall and cooling wall were set on the tube wall. The partial mesh of the
cylindrical two-dimensional model of the plain tube was shown in Figure 2. To guarantee
the gradient of temperature kept in a suitable range near the tube wall, six boundary layers
were set on the pipe wall. The radial thickness of the first boundary layer was 0.1 mm, while
the increase ratio of thickness between layers was 1.2 mm, responding to the white lines.
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Figure 2. Partial mesh of cylindrical two-dimensional model of ice plug water region in pipe.

The ice formation volume V (cm3) and ice formation volume under unit energy con-
sumption VE (m3/kWh) have been compared under the same model with three meshes
(30,000, 66,640, and 75,040) as can be seen in Table 2, along with the detailed line grids.
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Comparing the V of No.1 and No.3 to No.2, the V errors were 16.6% and 3.5%, respec-
tively. Comparing the VE of No.1 and No.3 to No.2, the V errors were 39.5% and 13.7%,
respectively. Thus, the model with 66,640 grids was selected in this simulation.

Table 2. Grid independence checking.

Numder Grid
Number

V
(cm3)

V Error
(%) VE (m3/kWh) VE Error (%)

No.1 30,000 26.6 16.6% 147.59 39.5%
No.2 66,640 22.8 Baseline 105.82 Baseline
No.3 75,040 22.0 3.5% 91.37 13.7%

Finite volume method (FVM) was utilized to simulate the governing equation in the
software of ANSYS FLUENT 2020 R1 [21]. The central differencing schemes were used to
approximate the thermal conduction in water, ice plug, or the mixture of water and ice
plug. The time step of the simulation was set at 30 s. The convergence criterion of the
energy equation was set at 10−6.

The ice plug V (m3) was obtained as follows:

V = αVtotal (10)

where Vtotal (m3) is the total volume of the pipe of the calculated model and α is the volume
ratio of the ice plug in pipe.

The formation rate R (m3/s) of the ice plug was determined as follows:

R =V/t (11)

where t (s) is the time of the cooling process and tm (s) is the finish time of the cooling
process.

The ice formation volume under unit energy consumption (m3/kJ) was defined as follows:

VE =V/Q (12)

where Q (kJ) is the heat transfer rate of the cooling process:

Q =
∫ tm

0
qdt (13)

where q (kW) is the heat flux of the cooling wall.

3. Results
3.1. Effects of the Ratio of Length and Diameter lc/d on the Formation of Ice Plug

Figure 3a shows the variation of volume of the ice plug in the pipe with cooling time.
The volume of ice plug in the pipe increased with the increasing cooling time. Particularly,
the volume of the ice plug significantly increased with the cooling time from 0 s to 2100 s,
and then a relatively slow increase from 0 s to 2100 s. Meanwhile, the formation rate of
the ice plug in the pipe increased with the lc/d at the same cooling time. For instance,
the volume of the ice plug was 19,000 cm3 at the lc/d of 9, which was 6.33, 2.79, 1.72, and
1.27 times more than the lc/d of 1, 3, 5, 7, respectively. The volume of the ice plug was
25,000 cm3 at the lc/d of 9, which was 5.55, 2.5, 1.66, and 1.25 time more than the lc/d of 1,
3, 5, and 7, respectively. This phenomenon revealed that the heat transfer rate increased
with the increased length of cooling wall, promoting the formation rate of the ice plug in
the pipe.
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Figure 3. Variation of volume of the ice plug V in pipe (a) and heat flux q (b) on the cooling wall with
cooling time t.

Figure 3b shows the variation of the heat transfer rate on the cooling wall with cooling
time. It can be observed that the heat transfer rate from ice plug to the cooling wall
significantly decreased with the increase in cooling time. For instance, the heat transfer rate
was 18 kW at 150 s, but was reduced below 5 kW at 2000 s. During the cooling process, the
temperature difference between the ice plug and cooling wall decreased with the cooling
time, leading to the heat transfer rate decreasing. The heat transfer rate of the cooling wall
increased with the lc/d at the same cooling time. The heat transfer rate at the lc/d of 9 was
more than three times that of the lc/d at the cooling time of 150 s. In addition, the reducing
rate of the heat flux decreased with the increased cooling time. This phenomenon was
attributed to the fact that the cooling wall with the larger lc/d has a larger heat transfer
area, and the reduction of temperature caused the higher effect on the heat transfer rate of
the cooling wall.

Figure 4 shows the effect of the ratio of length and diameter lc/d on the formation
time of ice plug. The formation time of ice plug was determined at the axial thickness
of the ice plug when it reached 800 mm. It can be observed that the formation times of
ice plug in the pipe of lc/d = 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 were 5000, 2500, 2150, 2200, and 2230 s,
respectively. At the lc/d of 1, the formation time of ice plug was higher than that of other
pipes with different lc/d. This indicates that the length of the cooling wall was too short
for effective heat transfer, wasting cold energy. Pipes with the lc/d of 3, 5, 7, and 9 had
similar ice plug formation times, and the lc/d of 5 had the shortest ice plug formation time
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(7.47 cm3/s). Thus, an optimal length that caused the shortest freezing time of a pipe with
certain diameter was found. For instance, the length of the cooling wall between three and
seven was the ideal size for ice plug formation in a six-inch pipe.
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3.2. Effects of the Multi-Stage Temperature of Cooling Wall on Formation Rate

The formation of ice plug in six-inch pipe with the lc/d of five under different tem-
perature stages of cooling wall have been studied, while the formation rate of ice plug
under various temperature stages have been compared. Figure 5 shows the variation of the
volume of the ice plug in pipes on the cooling wall with cooling time under various tem-
perature stages (i = 1–10). It can be observed that the ice volume increased with the cooling
time. Particularly, the formation rate of the ice plug in pipes decreased with the increasing
cooling time. At a cooling time of 1000 s, the ice volume cooled by one temperature stage
was 5500 cm3, however, the ice volume cooled by ten temperature stages was 800 cm3,
which is seven times less than one temperature stage. This phenomenon was attributed to
the fact that the temperature of the cooling wall with multiple stages at the initial stage was
lower than single stage, and reduced the formation rate of the ice plug in the pipe. Also, the
gap of the ice plug volume among several temperature stages decreased with the increasing
cooling time. It was determined that the temperature of the cooling wall was decreased in
a stage model with the cooling time. The gradually decreasing temperature of the cooling
wall gradually accelerated the formation rate and the temperature decreasing rate of the
ice plug. As the gap of ice volume under different temperature stages was significantly
reduced at the cooling time after 4000 s, the application of the multi-stage temperature of
the cooling wall was able to satisfy the icing rate.

Figure 6 shows the variation of the formation time at which the ice plug reached
800 mm at axial direction with the number of temperature stages. It can be observed that
the formation time of the ice plug in the pipe increased with the increasing temperature
stages of the cooling wall. The freezing time were 3280 s and 5050 s at the temperature
stage number of 1 and 10, respectively. The freezing time was mainly proportional to the
temperature stage number. Therefore, the appropriate temperature stages of cooling wall
set in the formation process of the ice plug was to satisfy the freezing rate, which can also
reduce the temperature stress and cold energy consumption.
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Figure 5. Variation of volume of ice plug V in pipe on the cooling wall with cooling time t under
multi-stage temperature of cooling wall.
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3.3. Effects of the Multi-Stage Temperature on Cold Energy Consumption

The application of multi-stage temperature cooling wall based on the cooling time
was aimed to realize the cascade utilization of cold energy. Figure 7 shows the variation
of the heat flux on the cooling wall with cooling time under multi-stage temperature
cooling wall. It can be observed that the heat flux on the cooling wall appeared to decrease
with the increase in the cooling wall. The phenomenon was attributed to the decreasing
temperature difference between the ice plug and cooling wall. Among the heat flux under
various temperature stages, the maximum heat flux of each stage was in the range of
3.3–4.76 kW and the peak value of level four is the maximum at approximately 4.76 kW.
The obvious peak of heat flux appeared at each point of the contiguous temperature stages
under multi-stage temperature supporting. As the wall temperature decreased by 15 K, the
temperature difference between the ice plug and cooling wall was increased, leading to the
rapid increase of heat flux. Then, the heat flux tended to subsequent decreasing until the
next temperature drop.
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Figure 7. Variation of heat flux q on the cooling wall with cooling time t under multi-stage temperature
of cooling wall.

The stability of the heat flux with the cooling time was also improved with the in-
creasing temperature stage number of cooling wall. As shown in Figure 7, the heat flux
was continuously decreased with the increasing cooling time under the temperature stage
number from one to six. As the temperature stage number was higher than six, the heat
flux was kept in a certain range at every temperature stage. This phenomenon revealed that
the cold boundary condition of multi-temperature stage was similar to the temperature-
reducing rate of ice plug, causing the temperature difference and heat flux to maintain a
stable condition.

To evaluate the cold energy consumption during the formation of ice plug in pipe,
the ice formation volume under unit energy consumption VE was proposed. Figure 8
shows the effect of the multi-stage temperature on the VE. It can be observed that the VE
of single temperature stage was higher than that of multiple temperature stages on the
cooling wall. For instance, the VE decreased with the increased number of temperature
stages at cooling times before 1000 s. It was contributed to the fast cooling of the water
and ice plug under the single temperature stage. Also, the VE of multiple temperature
stages was higher than single stages in the subsequent cooling time. For instance, the
VE of eight temperature stages was 1.45 cm3/kJ, which was 1.16 times than the VE of
one temperature stage (1.25 cm3/kJ). Therefore, the cascade utilization of cold energy is
beneficial for energy saving.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, the ice plug freezing systems with various temperature stages (1–10)
were established to optimize the efficiency of cold energy utilization. A numerical model
considering the liquid–solid phase change, heat transfer, and time-dependent thermal
boundary condition has been established. At the ice plug pipe with an lc/d of five, the
shortest time for the formation of ice plug with 800 mm in the axial direction has been
observed. The appropriate temperature stages of cooling wall set in the formation process of
ice plug satisfied the freezing rate, which can also reduce the cold energy consumption. The
VE of eight temperature stages (1.45 cm3/kJ) was 1.16 times than the VE of one temperature
stage. Therefore, the cascade utilization of cold energy is beneficial for energy saving.
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